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Autokaross the leading brand in bodies for light commercial vehicles.
Autokaross I Floby AB develops, manufactures and provides effective solutions for light commercial vehi-
cles as platforms, box-bodies, covers, racking systems, fire and rescue vehicles  and vehicles for social 
services. Our leading position in the market is established by quality, constant product development and 
focus on the customers.
  Headquarters, Development department and manufacturing is placed in Floby outside the city of 
Falköping. You can find our branches in the cities of Gothenburg, Södertälje and Vellinge where they would 
be able to provide you with sales, installation and services supporting our whole product range.



Hatch bodies that are stable and easy 
to work with.

accessories

LigHt    Strong    BrigHt inner environment    StaBLe HatcHeS    100% recycLaBLe

The Autokaross hatch body is available in 

two versions, one adapted for the Auto-

kaross flatbed conversion and one for the 

standard pick-up tray.

  The hatch body is based on a light-

weight structure to offer the lowest supple-

mentary weight and provide the maximum 

payload.

Hatch-box mounted on  

standard pick-up tray.

Hatch-box mounted on  

Autokaross flatbed.
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01 rear doors made of lightweight material. Integrated 
rubber seal to achieve maximum density, locking 
mechanism in stainless steel and hooks to secure the 
rear doors in an open position.

02 Hatches that connects to the flatbed surface, side/
backboard removed. ( Only available on flatbed version )

03 moulded front wall shelf to extend the loading 
compartment above the cockpit ( Only available on tray 
version )

04 roof bars made of shaped and anodized aluminium 
profiles. Maximum loading capacity 100kg ( 220,5lb )

05 Ladder on the rear hatch/doors

06 Wear-resistant surface of aluminium chequered plate.

07 anti-skid tape mounted on the roof surface.

08 inner lights consisting of 2 lights, one in each rear corner 
connected to hatch power switch.

09 remote controlled central locking on each hatch.

10 Warning lights in order to alert the driver if any of the 
hatches are open.

 For the adaptation of our standard products to custom-
ers transportation needs, a wide range of effective 
solutions is available. For further information regarding 
accessories look at our webpage www.autokaross.se

materials

 Roof, front wall and hatches are made of reinforced 
thermo plastics which is 100% recyclable

 The material has a durable and strong surface wich is 
easy to repair.

 Rounded and anodized aluminium corner pillars 

 The transparent, 30mm thick roof gives a brighter inner 
environment which makes handling of goods and tools 
easier.

Hatches

 All hatches are provided with two gas springs to ensure a 
stable and safe opening of the hatch.

 Integrated hinges with sealed connection to the hatch-
box roof, means that the hatches advantageously can be 
used as a rain cover  

 The hinge is provided with a security device which 
protects the hatch-box when accidently driving with the 
hatch open.

 As standard the hatches is connected to the sideboards 
on the flatbed version, and to the sides and bottom of 
the tray version.

 Flexible rubber seal to prevent leakage when movements 
in the hatch-box occur.

 Flush valve locks, integrated and lockable.

ventilation

 Water resistant ventilation valve placed on the front wall.

Warranty

 Two years warranty against manufacturing or material 
defects.


